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The NATO Generic Vehicle Architecture (NGVA) proposes an
open architecture approach to land vehicle platform design and
integration. It provides an interoperability solution to achieve a
fully integrated vehicle data infrastructure consisting of all mis-
sion sub-systems while interfacing to the automotive subsystem
of military land vehicle platforms. Based on published and freely
available standards, the NGVA defines design constraints for
electronic interfaces and protocols to harmonize the information
exchange between the various vehicle sub-systems. The Ethernet-
based information exchange is described in the related NGVA
Data Model which is used to produce the message set for sub-
system data exchange.

In current military land vehicles, automotive networks like
Controller Area Networks (CAN) form the backbone for data
exchange between existing vehicle components. These legacy
components will remain an integral part of future vehicle
architectures due to factors such as their reliability, durability,
error handling capabilities and economical deployment. Thus,
there is the challenge of integrating these legacy components
into the newer vehicle architectures such as the NGVA.

This paper presents an approach towards integrating automo-
tive bus based networks such as CAN into the NGVA. It involves
understanding and associating the vendor specific CAN Bus
messages with vehicle sub-system operations and using them to
communicate according to the NGVA specification. We introduce
a system prototype to realize this idea. The prototype uses a CAN
adapter mounted on a micro-computer such as the Raspberry Pi
communicating over traditional Ethernet networks with custom
Java applications as well as commercial Command and Control
Information Systems (C2IS).

Index Terms—Interoperability, Automotive Gateways, Con-
troller Area Networks, CAN, NATO Generic Vehicle Architec-
ture, NGVA, Data Distribution Service, DDS.

I. INTRODUCTION

Controller Area Network (CAN) has been the predominant
communication protocol since many years to connect sub-
systems in the automotive domain. CAN forms the backbone
for connecting Electric Control Units (ECUs), actuators and
sensors inside the vehicles. CAN-based automotive networks
are widely deployed in the industry because of their minimal
signal processing requirements, reliability, performance as well
as flexibility in installation and maintenance at very low
cost [1]. CAN has a broad distribution in many major civil
and military vehicles. Especially for low level data exchange
and control, there are major advantages in using these bus
protocols [1]. These are widely available products which are
popular amongst many vendors.

Since the introduction of the CAN Bus for vehicular
networks, there have been several improvements to enhance
the capacity of the bandwidth allowed for transmission of
CAN messages. Several new automotive software standards
such as AUTOSAR [6] allow for more interoperability and
portability encapsulating embedded platform properties from
the application software [5].

Also, there has been a spurt in the number and type of sen-
sors and automotive subsystems in vehicular domain [2], [3].
They expand the possibilities of making vehicles more safe,
efficient and mission capable. In order to realise this growing
potential, there is an increasing need of sensor and sub-
system interoperability and extensibility. Sub-systems need to
be integrated in the vehicle in manner that does not require
constant changes to the existing vehicular infrastructure and
that allows an easy addition of newer systems. This can be
resolved by providing a gateway to the network of legacy
systems.

In order to utilise these improvements and future possibil-
ities, a vehicular platform architecture is needed which can
integrate sub-systems and technologies from heterogeneous
vendors i.e. varying data sources. The costs of redevelopment
and retesting of legacy applications also need to be kept min-
imal so that the newer sub-systems can be easily integrated.

For this reason, the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation
(NATO) Generic Vehicle Architecture (GVA) was developed
which is aiming towards achieving a vehicular architecture
to realize the benefits of an open architecture approach to
land vehicle platform design [7]. It uses published and freely
available standards to define software and hardware interfaces,
in order to allow a common approach to be taken to achieve
the goal of interoperability.

Since it is expected that Automotive Bus-based Networks
will still be widely used in the near future because of broad
distribution in all major civil and military vehicles, the NGVA
Standardisation Agreement (STANAG) draft covers them ex-
plicitly. NGVA sub-systems are network nodes connected to
the NGVA Infrastructure. They may be crew terminals which
provide an interface to the user or other systems such as sensor,
processing, storage or gateway systems.

It is recognised that gateways are required to transfer the
automotive data to the NGVA Data Infrastructure [8] and vice-
versa. They would convert mechanical, electrical, protocol,
data and service interfaces from the non-NGVA domain to the
NGVA domain. Nevertheless, integrating legacy equipment in
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a NGVA-based vehicle architecture is a challenge since there
are no explicit gateway methodologies described to interface
the legacy CAN-based systems with the NGVA Data Infras-
tructure. The gateway on one side has to be compatible with
the NGVA Data Infrastructure and on the other side compatible
to the specific data connection of the legacy sub-system. It
should not adversely affect operation or performance of NGVA
network, e.g. by excessive traffic generation. Gateways can
also be used as barriers to limit access to the NGVA network
and thus reduce the risk of unforeseen influences, especially
for security purposes.

Such a gateway is important since:
1) The sub-systems may need to be operated by a NGVA

compatible crew terminal.
2) The data from sub-systems are to be consumed by other

sub-systems.
3) It is responsible for ensuring that the NGVA Infrastructure

cannot jeopardize safety or security critical functions on
the automotive side or vice versa.

This paper provides a proof-of-concept for a gateway to
interface automotive sub-systems such as CAN and legacy
applications such as Frontline to the NGVA network and crew
station terminal. This proof-of-concept can be used for a long-
term NGVA adaption for the gateway.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Section II
presents published work related to realising gateways to au-
tomotive sub-systems and achieving interoperability amongst
them. Section III describes the underlying concepts. Section IV
presents the NGVA Gateway realisation with description of the
involved components as well as the security and safety features
for the realisation. Finally, Section V presents the conclusion
and future work.

II. RELATED WORK

There have been numerous approaches for developing vehic-
ular architectures and methodologies for providing gateways to
achieve extensibility and interoperability amongst the vehicle
sub-systems and external systems.

The findings can be summarized as follows:
For improved sensor extensibility and interoperability, a

Smart Car Sensor Network Platform (SCSN) has been de-
vised [14]. It is an OSGi-based In-Vehicle Gateway Platform
Architecture which uses clustering methods for extensibility
and open standard middleware techniques for interoperability.
It uses simulation of realistic scenarios to showcase near real-
time processing performance. It provides an insight into the
hardware and software design and implementation for the
SCSN.

In order to achieve composability and compositionality, a
CAN-based automotive system is realised [15]. It uses bus and
star-based topologies with a time triggered CAN router. The
realisation is based on the automotive V-model to demonstrate
the potential to simplify the development efforts in vehicle
manufacturing. It shows the integration of ECUs in bus-based
CAN systems and their clustering using CAN couplers. These
CAN couplers or the CAN router can be expressed as a form
of gateway to improve the capabilities of existing bus-based
vehicular networks.

In order to allow interoperability between the CAN Bus
and the Internet, Publish-Subscribe Architectures have been
proposed [12]. To support large systems structured in clus-
ters of tightly interacting components, the architecture pro-
vides interoperability between the fieldbus (CAN) level and a
TCP/IP network to allow cooperation between these ”islands
of control” over a larger area and wireless connections. With
middleware support, it enables the seamless integration of
the different networks and provide a uniform communication
interface.

Similarly, CAN-TCP/IP gateways have been used to pro-
vide interoperability between the Internet and CAN-based
industrial equipment [18]. The gateway allows methods for
observing, monitoring, parameterising and directly controlling
CAN-based automation equipment using Internet technologies.
Generic interfaces have been devised to access CAN systems
via the Internet on CAN layer 2 and to access CANopen
modules using the CANopen object dictionary/electronic data
sheet for worldwide monitoring and maintenance.

CAN Gateways such as CAN-RS232 aim at providing
interoperability between CAN and serial devices. The design
and implementation of a CAN/RS232 adapter card has been
proposed [17]. The adapter card can establish communication
between personal computer and CAN Bus conveniently. The
CAN Bus designer can monitor the state of the bus and the data
from every node using it. For better communication between
serial port and computer, the it maps out a serial protocol to
enable interoperability.

III. BACKGROUND

This section lays out the background involved in the reali-
sation of the CAN gateway.

A. NATO Generic Vehicle Architecture Approach

NGVA, to be published as STANAG 4754, provides design
constraints for the electronic and electrical infrastructure for
NATO military vehicles [7]. It mandates the use of open
standards for physical, electrical and data interfaces for in-
teroperability within the platform taking into account safety,
verification and validation concepts. This supports a full spec-
trum of vehicle platform functionality i.e. from simple, low
cost, low functionality vehicle platforms at one end, to highly
sophisticated vehicle platforms with integrated survivability,
surveillance and offensive functionality at the other. The
STANAG is intended to be sufficient to allow sub-systems
to inter-operate as required but still allow a manufacturer to
propose innovative implementations.

Sub-systems are integrated into a vehicle platform through
the NGVA which consists of a data infrastructure and a power
infrastructure. Compulsory requirements enforce compliant
sub-systems and enable process crew stations to be interop-
erable and platforms to be re-roled more easily or upgraded
when required.

B. Data Distribution Service

Data Distribution Service (DDS) [19] is a standardised
machine-to-machine middleware service defined by the Object
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Management Group (OMG) which is primarily aimed at sys-
tems requiring real-time information exchange [10], [22]. It is
based on the publish-subscribe model which enables scalable,
real-time, robust and interoperable data exchanges between
nodes or applications acting as publishers and subscribers.
These publish-subscribe processes might run in different ap-
plications on separate computers or in different applications
on the same computer. Each of these processes have their
own separate address space and are identified by Domain
Participants. These Participants can publish, subscribe or do
both at the same time with the help of its Publishers and
Subscribers. Nodes that produce information i.e. Publishers
create ”topics” and publish ”Samples”. DDS delivers these
Samples to Subscribers that declare an interest in that topic.

C. NGVA Data Infrastructure

NGVA uses a DDS-based, publish and subscribe model for
data sharing and ensures interoperability by using the OMG
DDS Interoperability (DDSI) wire protocol [20] together with
the NGVA Data Model [8]. The benefits of a publisher-
subscriber protocol for control applications have been pointed
out in [9], [10], [11]. The NGVA Data Model is used to
define a semantic reference for the data types and topics to
be used in all messaging across the infrastructure. Figure 1
shows the Data Infrastructure Layer View summarizing the
requirements for NGVA-compliant systems regarding their
electronic interfaces.

The vehicle platform data exchange as specified by NGVA
Data Infrastructure is based on:

1) One or more Local Area Networks (LANs).
2) Data Exchange based on the DDS middleware and the

NGVA Data Model with defined Quality of Service (QoS)
Profiles.

3) Network Services (e.g. Time Service).
4) Physical Interfaces, network connectors.
5) Video Streaming data and control protocols (based on

STANAG 4697 [21]) extended by digital voice type
specific control and codecs.

6) Gateways for NGVA external data communications and
to legacy systems.

IV. NGVA GATEWAY AND COMPONENTS DESCRIPTION

This section provides the description for the NGVA Gate-
ways conceptualised for the realisation and the various hard-
ware and software components involved.

A. NGVA Gateway Concept

The gateway realisation is based on the NGVA Gateway
Concept as shown in Figure 2. As mentioned in Section I and
shown in Figure 2, a gateway is required for connecting the
NGVA Data Network to the following:

1) Automotive Bus Network: Multiple NGVA sub-systems
connected to the NGVA Data Infrastructure [8] may need
to use some of the automotive data such as speed of the
vehicle, motor revolutions per minute, faults, wear and

Fig. 1. NGVA Electronic Data Infrastructure Layers [8]

Fig. 2. Gateways in NGVA Data Infrastructure [8]

maintenance data, Health and Usage Monitoring System
(HUMS) data, logistic data, etc.
This data is required for operating the automotive sub-
systems such as the windows, mirrors, central locking
etc. and also to track the status of the operating sub-
systems. It is achieved by a gateway which translates
the Automotive (CAN) Bus messages into DDS messages
and transfers them from the Automotive Bus Network to
the NGVA Network, and vice-versa.

2) Legacy(C2IS) applications: Legacy applications such as
Frontline [26] do not provide the necessary NGVA com-
pliant interface and thats why they are considered as non-
NGVA compliant sub-systems. So, they need a gateway
in order to connect to the NGVA Data Infrastructure.
Also, the Legacy systems need to use the same crew
terminal and standard vehicle data services without the
need to provide an additional screen or control unit
or duplication of functions and services [8]. Data and
services on the NGVA Data Infrastructure are needed to
be used by the Legacy system and also Legacy system
data may need to be consumed by NGVA sub-systems.
User-defined plugins for the Legacy Application UI com-
ponents such as buttons allow to implement Publishers
and Subscribers to send and receive DDS topics.
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Fig. 3. System Set-Up for Gateway Realisation

B. Gateway Components Overview

Figure 3 shows the gateway components and how they are
connected.

For the automotive gateway a CAN module manufactured
by PICAN [23] is mounted on a Raspberry Pi (Model A) [24]
over the I/O pins. As an example for a CAN network segment,
the CAN module is in turn connected to a Mock-up module
manufactured by ELWE [25] based on Volkswagen parts. It
consists of the left and right windows, a mirror, a central
locking unit and the switches for controlling these parts.
Additionally, the Raspberry Pi is connected over Ethernet to
the NGVA Data Network of the NGVA test lab realised at
Fraunhofer FKIE. The CAN Gateway Application runs on the
Raspberry Pi. The application receives CAN Bus messages
from the Mock-Up module over the Raspberry Pi. It also
employs DDS for both publishing and subscribing to DDS
messages. It implements a Subscriber to receive the DDS
Topics from other components and a publisher to send DDS
Topics over Ethernet to the other components.

Another one of these components is the Desktop application
that is running on a PC workstation connected to the NGVA
Data Network. It also implements a Publisher and Subscriber
for DDS messages. It receives DDS messages from the Rasp-
berry Pi over Ethernet and in turn publishes DDS messages
back into the network to be received by the Raspberry Pi.

The last component is Frontline which is a commercially
available Command and Control Information System (C2IS)
application by Systematic Denmark. It also uses DDS to
exchange data over Ethernet and implements a Publisher and
Subscriber for the DDS messages via the legacy software
gateway.

Thus, the mock-up module can be controlled using the
Desktop and Frontline Application via the CAN Gateway
Application running on the Raspberry Pi. The mock-up module
too can also send out control data or messages via the Pi to
the other two applications.

C. Hardware Components

1) Raspberry Pi
The Raspberry Pi is responsible to transfer the non-NGVA

(CAN Bus) network data to NGVA network by acting as

Fig. 4. Raspberry Pi with mounted PICAN Controller

the gateway and vice-versa. The various components of the
Raspberry Pi are shown Figure 4:

(a) HDMI Output: The Raspberry Pi comes with a standard
HDMI output port which is connected to a display unit to
work with the Pi.

(b) Ethernet Connection: The Raspberry Pi is connected to the
switches of the Data Network using a standard Ethernet
port.

(c) USB Port: For the Raspberry Pi Model A, there are two
standard USB 2.0 ports to provide USB connections. For
the gateway realisation just a keyboard is required to
provide input to the PI.

(d) PICAN Controller: The PICAN controller [23] provides
CAN Bus capability for the Raspberry Pi. It uses the Mi-
crochip MCP2515 CAN controller with MCP2551 CAN
transceiver. Connections are made via DB9 or 3 way screw
terminal i.e. using the I/O pins on the Raspberry Pi.

(e) CAN Bus: The PICAN controller is connected to the
Mock-up module using the CAN Bus. This bus carries
CAN messages to and from the Raspberry Pi.

2) Mock-Up Module

The ELWE mock-up module carries the automotive sub-
systems such as the mirror and its motor, window motors and
a central locking system. It is connected to the Raspberry Pi
using the PICAN controller module. The various components
of the module are shown in Figure 5:

(a) Mirror: This component can be moved in four directions
i.e. left, right, up and down.

(b) Motors: These control the movement of the mirror in the
mock-up module. Window motors are also present and
controllable, but they are not moving any real windows.

(c) CAN Connection: The mock-up module is connected to
the Raspberry Pi using the CAN Bus connections.

The mock-up module needs to be powered up using a
separate DC power source. A constant voltage of 11-13 V
voltage is to be maintained for the successful operation of the
mock-up module.
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Fig. 5. ELWE Mock-up Module

D. Software Components

1) CAN Gateway Application
The Raspberry Pi has a LINUX based operating system

and runs a CAN Gateway Application to serve as the gateway
for CAN and DDS messages. The application is written in C
and uses the Real-Time Innovations (RTI) DDS API [22] for
DDS communication. Using the USB port input for the Pi, the
application can be run and modified on the Pi.

The PICAN driver module from SK Pang [23] allows for
the CAN messages to be transferred to the Pi. The CAN
messages for the individual ELWE mockup module compo-
nents are snooped using the CanDump functionality provided
by PICAN. A display connected to the HDMI port of the
Raspberry Pi allows to monitor the CAN Bus network traffic
and thus the required CAN messages for the components are
mapped out.

Now, the CAN IDs or messages are mapped to the in-
dividual topics specified by the NGVA Data model for the
automotive sub-systems. Using these topics, the actions for
the CAN messages coming from the Mock-Up module can be
translated to DDS messages to be transferred to the Desktop
and Frontline Application. This DDS data is sent to the NGVA
network using the Ethernet connection to the Pi.

2) Desktop Application
On the other hand, the Desktop Controller Application is

written in Java. It uses the RTI DDS library to publish and
subscribe to the topics corresponding to the CAN Gateway
Application. It also implements a simple Graphical User
Interface (GUI) based on Java SWING to present an interface
to the user to control the mockup module components. Other
way round, if any operation is performed on the mock-up
module, it reflects the changes on the GUI. Figure 6 shows
the implemented GUI.

As shown in the Figure 6, the following operations for the
mockup are possible:

1) Locking and unlocking the Central Locking Mechanism.
2) Controlling the movement of the mirrors in four direc-

tions i.e. up, down, right and left.
3) Pulling the right and left windows up and down.
As shown in Figure 6, the radio button ”Opened” which is

in a selected state shows that the Central Locking is disabled

Fig. 6. Desktop Controller Application

Fig. 7. Frontline Interface with Button for Controlling Windows

i.e. all the doors are unlocked. The lock can be enabled either
by clicking the ”Close” button on the GUI or by pressing the
close switch on the mock-up module.

3) Frontline Application
The Frontline Application can be extended by user defined

plugins. The plugin used in NGVA Testbed allows Frontline
to publish and subscribe DDS topics, as well as extends its UI
by an extra button and an additional status line.

Using this extended UI, one of the window motors in the
CAN Mock-up can be controlled by the user in the same
way as in the CAN Gateway Application. Also, Frontline
subscribes to the DDS voltage topic and shows the current
voltage of the DC power source. Thus, the Frontline Applica-
tion implements both the publishers (sending DDS messages to
Raspberry Pi) and subscribers (receiving DDS messages from
the Raspberry Pi). Figure 7 shows the Frontline application
interface for the windows button for controlling windows on
mock-up. Figure 8 UI for displaying the operating voltage
status.

4) Gateway Software Workflow/Interaction of Software
Components

Figure 9 shows the overall software interaction involved for
the gateway realisation.

The CAN Gateway Application runs two threads namely:
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Fig. 8. Frontline Interface for Voltage Status Display

Fig. 9. Software Interaction

”Input” and ”Output” threads. The ”Output” thread keeps on
listening for any CAN messages coming from the Mock-Up
Module. The thread maps/translates the CAN messages/IDs to
the variables which record the operational status of the Mock-
Up module sub-systems. Similarly, the ”Input” thread maps
the variable values received for sub-system operations from
the other two applications, to the corresponding CAN Bus
messages. Then it sends the CAN Bus messages over to the
Mock-Up module over the CAN bus for execution.

The CAN Gateway Application also implements multiple
DDS subscribers and publishers to keep track of:

1) The DDS messages received from the Desktop and Front-
line application.

2) To send sub-system states in the form of DDS messages
to the Desktop application and Frontline application.

Figure 10 shows the flow of DDS messages between the
interacting applications.

These DDS subscribers and publishers are based on the
topics specified by the NGVA data model. For example, the
subscriber ”Window Command” for the ”LinearAxisMove-
mentCommand” topic of the ”Mount” module of the NGVA
Data model receives the data when there is any command
to move the windows from the other two applications. The

Fig. 10. Flow of DDS messages for Software Interaction

subscriber keeps on listening to the incoming DDS messages
for any windows related action to be performed from the
Desktop or Frontline Application. The values for the com-
mands received are mapped onto the topic’s member-variable
values. These variable values are then passed over to the
”Input” thread which maps them to the CAN ID for window
movement. Thus, the ”Input” thread signals the Mock-Up
module to execute window movement based on the CAN ID.

Similarly, on receiving any action of Windows Movement
from the Mock-Up module, the ”Output” thread assigns the
variable value for the corresponding CAN ID for window
movement. These values are passed onto the member-variables
of the ”AxisMovementState” topic. The topic and thus the
values are then published using the publisher named ”Win-
dow State”. This way the CAN Gateway Application sends the
state for the windows movement to the Desktop Application.

The Desktop Application also implements publishers and
subscribers which are based on the topics of the NGVA data
model. They are the topics corresponding to that of the CAN
Gateway Application. The subscriber keeps on listening for
any changes in state received from the Gateway application.
If any status is received, it reflects that on the GUI. For exam-
ple, the subscriber ”Window State” for ”AxisMovementState”
topic keeps on listening for any window movement status
received from the Gateway Application and if the window
is moved, it reflects that on the GUI using the radio button
movement. Similarly, when the GUI is used i.e. if one of the
buttons or the radio buttons is pressed, then the corresponding
command is sent over to the Gateway Application. This
sending of command is again done by the publisher running
on the Desktop Application receive any action performed on
the GUI. For the windows movement, the publisher ”Win-
dow Command” for ”LinearAxisMovementCommand” topic
is used to publish the command for window movement for
the mock-up module where the windows movement action is
performed.

The Frontline Application implements the publisher ”Win-
dows Action” for the ”LinearAxisMovementCommand” topic.
The publisher sends the control command for the window
movement to the Gateway Application. For receiving the
voltage status from the Mock-up module when any of its
switches or controllers are used, it uses the ”Voltage State”
subscriber for the ”DCConverterState” topic. This implemen-
tation of the publisher and the subscriber is done using the user
defined plugins for Frontline. The plugins allow the button for
window operation on Frontline’s GUI to be extended to send
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commands using DDS publishers. For displaying the voltage
status of Mock-up operation, the ”Status Bar” on the GUI is
used and its functionality is extended using DDS subscribers.

E. Security and Safety in Gateway Realisation

The physical protection standards as proposed by the NGVA
standard provides security for the physical connectors inside
the vehicle which provides security from tapping into the
physical network and thus for the NGVA data messages from
getting snooped.

The DDS QoS parameters as defined by the NGVA ensures
that the data is delivered reliably and timely in the network
allowing safe and reliable operations of the vehicle sub-
systems. Also, since the Frontline and the Desktop application
can be used to control the vehicle’s sub-systems apart from the
regular hardware controllers such as switches for operating
windows, the gateway realisation provides the extra realm of
safety in operating the vehicle sub-systems. Scenarios such as
when the operator cannot use vehicle’s Central Locking switch
after it breaks down. In such situations, the central locking
mechanism can be operated from the Desktop Application, or
from the Frontline Application remotely.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper provides a proof-of-concept for a gateway to
realise the integration of non-NGVA compliant legacy com-
ponents such as CAN-based networks into the NGVA in-
frastructure. The proof-of-concept is based on a Raspberry
Pi and is underpinned with custom Java application and an
extension of Frontline to demonstrate operational benefits.
The Java implementation for the desktop application can be
used as a test or monitoring application for gateways in
NGVA based realisation for testing working with non-legacy
components. Similarly, the Frontline implementation can be
used an application to demonstrate the integration of legacy
C2IS applications with the NGVA gateways.

The hardware setup and the gateway implementation is
abstract in nature so that it can be adapted with new CAN
protocols and CAN IDs. With the help of NGVA data models
for additional vehicle sub-system modules, the same gateway
hardware set-up can be used to test and demonstrate the
functioning of the gateway components with the vehicle sub-
systems.

The mock-up module used in this proof-of-concept real-
isation has a locking mechanism that could be used. At the
moment, the void in the realisation is due to non-availability of
a locking mechanism in the NGVA Data Model draft. Thus,
a new module containing the topics for realising a locking
functionality is needed, as well.

Also, since the proof-of-concept involves a very vendor
specific mock-up module from Volkswagen. It may not be
possible to use the same CAN IDs to be utilised with other
vendor vehicle sub-system modules. The CAN messages will
probably be different for other vendors which will require
adapting the system to accommodate newer CAN Bus mes-
sages. Especially an adoption of MilCAN which is a CAN
Bus protocol used in several military vehicle platforms and

vehicle sub-system should be used for a further development
of the proof-of-concept.

For further secure operation for the gateways, all device
communication via DDS could to be made compliant with
the OMG DDS Security specification (still under research).
This would prevent unauthorized information gathering and
spreading of false information.

Finally, not all of the proprietary CAN Bus messages have
yet been deciphered/mapped as to their actual function. Further
study needs to be done to know the purpose of all the available
CAN bus messages so that the existing proof-of-concept can
be improved.
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